EXPLORE VISTAGREEN

The market leader in artificial green walls

Where horticultural limits are reached, our artificial green walls are the market-leading solution for spaces where plants cannot grow.

Our green walls transcend the need for light and water and are at home anywhere your imagination takes them.

Manufacturing our Signature Panels to the highest standards in our own facility, we have faithfully replicated nature’s beauty using colours and forms virtually indistinguishable from real plants.
At Vistagreen, we are driven by the passion to create inspiring, uplifting environments that will enhance and enrich everyday life. We seek to engage our customers to be co-creators with us in developing vibrant living and working spaces infused with the spirit of nature. Our aim is to design and manufacture the most beautiful artificial green walls in the world, retailed at reasonable prices and made using only the highest quality materials.

We constantly innovate to ensure that our products are an exciting blend of high style and simplicity of function. To offer as many options as possible, our designed solutions to practical greening are exceptionally customisable, allowing customers to refresh their surroundings in their own unique way.
“As a multi-award winning horticulturalist with 25 years’ experience of building gardens for prestigious commercial and residential projects, I realised there is a demand for a flexible system that creates the look of beautiful vertical garden wall planting without the hassle of using real plants that require natural light and ongoing maintenance.”

Paul Alder leads Vistagreen and has 25 years’ experience in the landscape industry. He has won multiple awards including 12 national awards, 5 Chelsea medals including the highly coveted Gold, and a Gold medal at Hampton Court Flower Show.

Our panel system was created to meet the demands of designers and architects as well as the general public who were struggling with the installation, ongoing maintenance and high cost of growing real plants vertically.

‘Vistagreen was created to solve the problem of greening spaces where real plants cannot grow.’
THE MOST BEAUTIFUL GREEN WALLS IN THE WORLD
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VISTAGREEN LTD. BRING WALLS TO LIFE
Our success depends on innovation, which means constantly improving on product design and durability, anticipating new needs for natural-looking environments and creating seamless and better interactions between our green walls and our customers.

The new Vistagreen Research and Development Centre in Surrey, United Kingdom, is a multi-purpose facility for product design and testing, sales and installation training, distribution and customer engagement.
OUR TEAM

Our highly experienced and dedicated team are committed to making the whole world beautiful, one panel at a time. Their passion, skills and knowledge are central to the success of the company.

Our London-based Design team combine over 25 years of design and landscaping practice and a love of horticulture to make Vistagreen the best artificial greening solutions for interior and exterior spaces in the world.

Our Production and Sales teams are committed to delivering product excellence and quality assurance, while making customer service and satisfaction their top priority.
Vistagreen designers work hard to capture the exact colours, shadings, dimensions and movements of real plants.

Our meticulous workmanship comes from a deep appreciation of nature. The splendour of creation inspires us to bring every leaf on our panels to life, faithfully replicating its vibrant colours, elegant shapes and mesmerising movements.

While our Signature Panels are engineered with rigorous technical precision, we also see ourselves as artisans who work with our hands to create beautiful and functional decor that pleases the senses.
EXPERTISE - Experience that instils trust
Twenty-five years of design experience and a love of horticulture have allowed Vistagreen to develop and refine a product that meets the needs and demands of customers for an easily maintained and long-lasting vertical green wall – transforming urban environments where real plants can’t grow. Vistagreen have created a product that doesn’t just look as good as a natural wall, but is better. This inherent knowledge allows our customers to fully trust that they are receiving a product and service of incomparable quality that will enhance their lives.

QUALITY - Designed to last
Using only the highest quality materials Vistagreen are able to manufacture the most realistic artificial green walls. These have been rigorously researched and tested to ensure that they look their best for years to come. The product is the highest rated in both UV or fire classification on the market*, and is the only one to have ISO 9001 standard. Quite simply, Vistagreen are setting the industry standard.

VERSATILITY - Flexibility
Vistagreen’s flexible system means that every wall that is created can be individual. The product gives a totally random effect that mimics the look of natural foliage, and can be personalised with the addition of Colour Boxes, creating a bespoke outcome each time. Signature Panels can be fitted onto most surfaces with their unique fixing system either externally or internally. Functionality is key and the product panel has been designed to a size that allows them to be quickly and easily installed. The ergonomic design of the panels allows them to blend seamlessly together both visually and physically.

PRECISION - It’s all in the detail
Vistagreen’s designers have developed a manufacturing method that captures the exact colours, shadings, dimensions and movements of real plants, creating botanically accurate foliage. This comes from rising to meet the challenge of creating a product that is better than a natural wall.
The owner of this house had been waiting for the right solution for this very tight space to come along. Tasked with making it an attractive, functional part of the home, Vistagreen rose to the challenge, dressing the imposing wall in this tiny courtyard and turning what was a difficult and unloved space into a warm, welcoming nook that is now very much part of the home.

We give you the power to create

Vistagreen’s flexible and versatile system can easily accommodate a bespoke scheme of any size, enabling a vast range of creative applications.

Vistagreen Ltd. bring walls to life
Beautiful ultra-realistic greenery to rival the real thing.
GREEN IS SECOND NATURE TO US

We both work and feel better when we are surrounded by elements of nature, or elements that remind us of nature. This is called ‘biophilia’: the instinctive attraction humans feel towards the natural world. A lush, green wall feeds this biological need.

However, living walls are costly to build and maintain and can fail quickly without the proper maintenance. Vistagreen’s artificial green walls are the practical, low-risk, low-maintenance choice, creating beautiful tapestries of thrilling green with minimal effort at a reasonable cost, whilst fulfilling our need for a natural-feeling environment.
A breathtaking sweep of green, adding life to an otherwise plain wall, and providing the stylish look that others crave.
Luxuriate in a relaxing home environment that lifts spirits, relieves stress and, with minimal upkeep requirements, gives you and your family the quality time you deserve.

PROVEN EXCELLENCE

A lush and vibrant garden, all year round.

PRIVATE TERRACE GARDEN

Luxuriate in a relaxing home environment that lifts spirits, relieves stress and, with minimal upkeep requirements, gives you and your family the quality time you deserve.
This compact garden by garden designer Maitanne Hunt, with a striking tapestry of artificial greenery, brings nature into the small, open-plan apartment, providing a bright, airy, greenery-accented environment for relaxation while creating the illusion of a bigger space.
Designed right down to the minutest detail to mimic the colours, textures and movement of real planting.
This rooftop terrace overlooking the harbour in Barcelona needed a softening element to balance the opaque glass panels and concrete wall. With Vistagreen’s textured planting, the rooftop terrace now provides a greener and more natural-feeling sanctuary where the homeowners and their guests can sink into the comfortable sun loungers and enjoy total privacy.

The terrace is the perfect spot to watch Barcelona’s beautiful sunsets.
Create the ideal, low-maintenance outdoor green room with a lush vertical garden and a putting green for the children to play on. Artificial green walls and artificial grass make the perfect partners when transforming an outdoor area into a fun-filled zone that can be used throughout the year.
Small corners can also benefit from the potential offered by artificial greenery. The lightwell in this contemporary scheme shows how Vistagreen can enhance even the smallest space, creating beautiful pockets of no-maintenance, natural-looking planting in challenging conditions where real plants would struggle.
We create feature walls and focal points to complement the interiors of both homes and commercial spaces. Beautiful, lush, life-like greenery creates a refreshing, natural-looking environment and gives interiors an instant lift.

Sophisticated spaces demand stylish solutions. VistaGreen brings a touch of class to your surroundings.
This communal space needed a low-maintenance screening solution. Dressing it up with artificial greenery that looks lush all year round created a beautiful green corridor that requires minimal upkeep.
LIFE-LIKE BEAUTY

Give your imagination free rein. This combination of Vistagreen with bold colour shows how you can use our panels to express your own personality.

A fresh design idea for livening up stairways. Be as fanciful as your imagination permits.
The perimeter of this large, suburban garden is very shady: too inhospitable for real plants. Our artificial green wall is the perfect solution, providing a vibrant background for sculpture while screening the property from its surroundings.

A beautiful backdrop highlights an artist’s creativity by bringing out the contours of this elegant sculpture.
Contained within a crisply-edged frame of ceramic tiles, our hyper-realistic and seamless foliage makes a real impact. The greenery was customised on site using our Colour Boxes, resulting in a bespoke tapestry of Lush Green and clusters of Soft Lavender.
Whether your wall is the focal point of a space, or simply the canvas for your art, Vistagreen provides an inspiring backdrop.

Summoning nature's essence, our foliage looks as good as the real thing, refreshing the senses with the same robust colour and exuberance as natural plants.
A versatile system that fits easily to the shape of your home.

Bring nature indoors to create a cosy environment, perfect for taking the weight off your feet.
Here the result of using artificial planting is far better than it would have been using real plants. Looking completely organic, Vistagreen weaves together around the metal rungs and transforms this functional escape ladder, giving it the air of a modern artwork.

Where nature surrenders, man-made ingenuity takes over. An ideal solution where real walls just cannot flourish due to unforgiving lighting conditions.
The look of a lush, energising green wall instantly refreshes featureless spaces, such as the staircase of this property. Our seamless foliage panels are a perfect solution for enlivening light-reduced, confined spaces such as corridors and stairways.

DETERMINED EXCELLENCE
We design our panels to allow a high level of personalisation. To add seasonal interest to your green wall, we have created different types of beautiful foliage that you can simply slot into our panels anywhere you like. Change the look of your green wall to suit your taste or mood.

A green wall that is ready to please from the get-go is a real prize. We produce instant feature walls that can go up in less than a day, with no need for plants to grow and ‘settle’.

OUTDOOR SEATING AREA

We design our panels to allow a high level of personalisation. To add seasonal interest to your green wall, we have created different types of beautiful foliage that you can simply slot into our panels anywhere you like. Change the look of your green wall to suit your taste or mood.

OUTDOOR SEATING AREA
A vertical green wall serves as the prominent feature in this small outdoor space, awarding beautiful views from every floor of the four-storey house. Creating a living wall in this situation would have been extremely challenging, and only Vistagreen could provide a practical, maintenance-free answer.
Capturing nature’s delicate grace and elegance is an art we rejoice in perfecting. Every wall is a new composition for us, where we orchestrate plant movements and colours in a green symphony.
Fresh-looking greenery in a domestic scene adds magic. Green walls are the perfect backdrop for Kitchen 24's cheerful set, evoking a mood of homespun goodness.
Your home is your sanctuary, so why settle for the ordinary? Vistagreen rises to the challenge of the most imaginative schemes and brings your home alive by making it a true reflection of your personal taste.

Use our vibrant foliage and Signature Panels to create your own unique design. Add a green twist to a kitchen corner. Make your terrace an urban oasis, or tell the time in high fashion. Surround yourself with refreshing greenery to relieve everyday stresses and put you in the mood for relaxation and fun.
Vistagreen

for business
Hotels large and small are recognising the aesthetic and functional benefits of artificial green walls that provide stunning designs without the regular maintenance needed for living walls.
Vistagreen and Easygrass dressed this luxury condominium, set in five acres of land on Sunny Isles Bay in Miami, with stunning greenery. Comprising hundreds of Signature Panels, the tapestries of foliage complemented the feature stonework on the facade, softening the sleek lines of the contemporary design. The resulting feature wall, with its imposing breadth, perfectly suits the development’s role as an urban oasis.

The Harbour Condo features 330 luxury residences in two 26-storey towers and is considered the ultimate in waterfront living.

THE HARBOUR CONDOS – MIAMI, USA
INSTALLED BY EASY GRASS MIAMI
POS Interiors, Guernsey, offer specialist workplace consultancy on how to create an inspiring environment that fosters wellbeing within your workforce and increases productivity.

Our Signature Panels grace a double-height feature wall, creating a calm counterpoint to the energetic lettering of nearby artwork. The textures and colours of the planting immediately engender a warm, welcoming atmosphere conducive to effective working. We’re proud that POS Interiors’ has chosen Vistagreen as an integral part of their product offering.
The aim of this exclusive guesthouse in Evora, Portugal, is to provide complete relaxation and comfort. They installed a Vistagreen wall where it’s immediately visible to everyone climbing the stairs or passing through the hallway. The tailored design, seen from bedroom windows around the courtyard, creates a restful view, while creating a fresh and airy ambiance in the heat.
This instant, low-cost solution transformed the character of the hotel, taking its interiors beyond the ordinary and giving it a modern and sleek finish to entice customers.
A backdrop of artificial foliage blends happily with any style. Because it gives a proven sense of connecting with nature, it's an increasingly popular addition for businesses who want their customers to feel relaxed and comfortable.
Industrial air-conditioning units demanded an attractive but practical solution to the ugly view presented to guest bedrooms at the Hilton. Vistagreen not only installed the Signature Panels but created the timber frame that defines the space. The result? In place of rooms with an unsightly view, this wall has created premium rooms with a view of beautiful leaf shapes and textures.
You want to set the mood, heighten the suspense, deepen your guests’ enjoyment. A stunning green wall does all that and more. Create a lush environment that will not only be a feast for the senses but will transport you to another world.
EXCLUSIVE

Vistagreen had the special honour of dressing up this chic, custom-built space for the 2018 Vanity Fair Oscars Party with a star-worthy wall of foliage, providing Hollywood’s elite with a stunning background to their photographs.

AWARDS NIGHT TRADITION
Erarta, Russia’s largest private museum of contemporary art, holds more than forty exhibitions a year. To complement such thought-provoking exhibits as surrealist Salvador Dalí’s Space Venus, the museum commissioned VistaGreen to install floor-to-ceiling green walls. The foliage’s variation in colour and texture create an interesting background which nevertheless does not distract from the artwork, making it an excellent choice as a background for sculpture.

Erarta, Russian’s largest private museum of contemporary art, holds more than forty exhibitions a year. To complement such thought-provoking exhibits as surrealist Salvador Dalí’s Space Venus, the museum commissioned VistaGreen to install floor-to-ceiling green walls. The foliage’s variation in colour and texture create an interesting background which nevertheless does not distract from the artwork, making it an excellent choice as a background for sculpture.

The backdrop of greenery heightens the dramatic effect of Dalí’s monumental sculptures, creating a poetic atmosphere for the extravagant bronze sculptures.
Here, our elegant green wall creates a luxurious contrast in this showroom, showcasing one of Europe’s leading brands of large-sized monoporosa wall tiles. As part of their ethos, the company doesn’t just market ceramic tiles, but they market emotion, wanting customers to feel a very personal connection with their home by using the tiles in unique designs.

It’s no surprise, then, that they chose Vistagreen for their showroom display, with a bespoke installation that not only offsets the heart-shaped lighting feature, but conjures that emotional biophilic response that we all feel when looking at nature.
GETTING WITH THE BEAT

Machine dreams and a playlist to die for? This music venue installed Signature Panels behind the DJ. Flat, hard surfaces create resonance. The irregular surface created by the different shapes and angles of the foliage helps to disperse sound waves, so they don’t bounce back into the room off the wall behind the performer, improving sound quality. The artificial planting also offsets the light feature rather well.
The severe environmental conditions at airports — with full sun and strong winds, toxic emissions from planes and high levels of traffic which damage living plants and lead to soil and water acidification — make real planting highly impractical, or restrict it to a very few tough-leaved options.

Artificial greenery gives a much wider array of foliage choice that can be designed to look appropriate all year round and has no requirements for special watering systems or garden maintenance.
CHOICE OF INTERNATIONAL BRANDS

Manufactured to last, Vistagreen is the only artificial green wall system on the market that meets the world’s most stringent international import requirements with its ISO 9001 certification and ISO standards of fire or UV testing.
A complex maintenance programme for real plants is undesirable in busy shopping centres as walkways have to be roped off and equipment moved around. Signature Panels add a natural vitality where artificial lighting, air-conditioning and the number of passers-by make the maintenance of real plants impractical.
LUXURIOUS INTERIORS

Enhancing the shopper’s journey through the development’s chic retail space, the foliage screens serve as an attractive demarcation between the food areas and pedestrian traffic, creating focal points of greenery for the luxurious interior.
The windswept site and strongly curved design of this new modern extension to the Glasgow Fort Shopping Centre presented a huge challenge for landscape architects. Vistagreen was ideal to create the look they wanted. Thanks to our choice of leaf shapes and textures, the finished effect looks natural through all seasons in Scotland, yet is also robust and versatile enough to withstand the exposed site and fit the unusual arc of the planting surface.
Top furniture stores realise the benefits of greening their showrooms. Setting out products so that customers can more easily imagine them in their own living rooms is part of the skill of shop design and making a lifestyle statement has so much more impact than a dry display of goods.

Vistagreen’s artificial green walls make customers want to linger and look, introducing a natural element that makes them feel at home.
Many international design leaders recognise Vistagreen’s innovativeness and technical excellence, relying on our outstanding quality and product performance to enhance the display of their own products and services.

Here, world-leader Roche Bobois, who work closely with renowned furniture designers and fashion houses, installed our Signature Panels, with bespoke Colour Box application, in their West Hollywood showroom, in a project that’s a perfect example of the natural synergy between Vistagreen and leading names in design.
Vistagreen has strengthened its relationship with Roche Bobois, with a second commission to create stunning displays of greenery for the French furniture designer’s showroom in Scottsdale, Arizona.

The gold standard in artificial green walls, Vistagreen is the only brand in its category that can satisfy Roche Bobois’ exacting design and technical standards.
Seasonal schedules and multiple collections need frequent design changes. Our highly flexible and scalable Signature Panels can be installed easily and quickly and customised with Colour Box selections to create bespoke walls that reflect a variety of styles, making Vistagreen perfectly suited to the constantly changing needs of design showrooms.

A new consciousness of nature as a motivational element that promotes wellbeing at work is fuelling a demand for practical greening solutions.
Workplace wellbeing has become a top priority for today’s leading companies. Green environments are known to boost productivity, increase employee engagement and provide the ‘biophilic’ affiliation with nature that humans crave.
This dynamic Lithuanian computer software company, specialising in e-sports, needed an interior that reflected their out-of-the-box thinking. To make up for the view out of the window, they chose Vistagreen to soften the environment and make a welcome addition to the game machines.
By installing green walls, this co-working space has given workers in the hi-tech companies that use the offices, a bright and pleasant communal area where they can enjoy networking with fellow entrepreneurs over tea or coffee, providing an inspiring ambiance to aid collaboration in this new creative hub.
This impressive free-standing structure, installed in the atrium of this new building, cleverly echoes the trees outside, anchoring it firmly within its surroundings and bringing the outdoors in. As real plants would have proved too expensive and impractical, it was specifically designed for artificial foliage.
We provide a comprehensive design service, capable of presenting solutions with cost effective, low maintenance features that meet the needs of your project. Our technical team have years of experience behind them and their countless successful installations allow them to transform your environment and create bespoke designs with the minimum of fuss.

Lightweight and designed for maximum flexibility, Vistagreen’s Signature Panels are excellent for rooftop environments, providing an attractive, practical alternative to real planting.
While meeting the client’s requirements for a low-maintenance solution, Vistagreen’s Signature Panels heighten the fun, nurture working atmospheres and add a subtle decorative element within a minimalist design.

Technology-orientated offices have been at the forefront of an emerging greening movement in the workplace, a reflection of a larger trend towards eco-buildings.
INSPIRED BY NATURE

Vistagreen contributes strongly to the warm, comfortable feel of the rooftop retreat of this popular casino.

Our artificial living wall provided the perfect solution for filling the terrace with lush green foliage, softening the concrete and steel exterior with vertical planting while leaving plenty of room for seating. The casino now has a green space where guests can relax in the open air.
**OUR PRODUCTS**

**SIGNATURE PANELS**

The key component of Vistagreen’s unique artificial wall solution is the Signature Panel, which is used to create the stunning vertical gardens.

Vistagreen’s lush artificial green wall system panels have been designed to create a beautiful green environment with a realistic effect even in the most inhospitable planting locations.

Our Signature Panels of hyper-realistic foliage are beautiful, hassle-free to maintain and come at a fraction of the cost of living plants. They come in packs of three co-ordinating panels that give the seamless, random look of real foliage and are easily installed with our clever wall-fixing system.

**UNIQUE 3-PANEL SOLUTION**

Each of the three Signature Panels has been carefully designed to mimic the growing patterns and movement of natural foliage and to prevent any visible repetition in planting.

- Unique 3 panel solution
- Each basic pack contains 3 Signature Panels A, B and C
- Each panel measures 80cm x 80cm | 2’ - 7 1/2” x 2’ - 7 1/2”
- One pack provides 1.92 sqm | 20.66 sqf of coverage
- Side profile protrudes up to 200mm | 8’
- The panels can be cut to fit bespoke areas
- UV solar weather tested foliage (BS EN ISO 4892-2:2013)
- Lightweight aerated system
- Manufactured to BS EN ISO 9001 Standards
- Low maintenance
- UV or Fire rated options available

“Not only is it very pretty, it’s very low maintenance. It’s made the whole area one of thorough enjoyment - winter, summer, anytime... Perfect!”

C.F. Home Owner, London

**CUSTOMISED WITH COLOUR BOXES**

Inspired by nature, Signature Panels can be customised with our Colour Box packs, which contain individual plants that can be inserted and secured by tying in to panels to create a totally bespoke look. Vistagreen offers endless ways to customise your wall with a vibrant selection of natural hues. Create your own style by mixing Colour Boxes together, giving bolder groups of plants and drifts of flowers.
**SOFT LAVENDER COLOUR BOX**

Cascading greens blended with stunning blue lavender and blossoms

---

**ADD BURSTS OF BLUE**

Use these cool-toned plants, as you please, simply slotting them into the Signature Panel where you want them.

Each Colour Box contains enough plants to personalise 12 Signature Panels.

---

**FINISHED PROJECTS USING THE SOFT LAVENDER COLOUR BOX**
DELICATE WHITE COLOUR BOX

Lovely mix of summer blossoms and grasses dotted with delicate white flowers.

ADD BURSTS OF WHITE

Use these delicate plants, as you please, simply slotting them into the Signature Panel where you want them.

Each Colour Box contains enough plants to personalise 12 Signature Panels.

FINISHED PROJECTS USING THE DELICATE WHITE COLOUR BOX
LUSH GREEN COLOUR BOX

A tumble of wild grasses and earthy ferns merged with green fused and delicate flowers.

ADD BURSTS OF GREEN

Use these lush plants, as you please, simply slotting them into the Signature Panel where you want them.

Each Colour Box contains enough plants to personalise 12 Signature Panels.

FINISHED PROJECTS USING
THE LUSH GREEN COLOUR BOX